Brown adipose tissue (BAT), a specialized fat that dissipates energy to produce heat, plays an important role in the regulation of energy balance. Two types of thermogenic adipocytes with distinct developmental and anatomical features exist in rodents and humans: classical brown adipocytes and beige (also referred to as brite) adipocytes. While classical brown adipocytes are located mainly in dedicated BAT depots of rodents and infants, beige adipocytes sporadically reside with white adipocytes and emerge in response to certain environmental cues, such as chronic cold exposure, a process often referred to as “browning” of white adipose tissue. Recent studies indicate the existence of beige adipocytes in adult humans, making this cell type an attractive therapeutic target for obesity and obesity-related diseases, including type 2 diabetes. This Review aims to cover recent progress in our understanding of the anatomical, developmental, and functional characteristics of brown and beige adipocytes and discuss emerging questions, with a special emphasis on adult human BAT.

Historical perspective on human BAT

Brown adipose tissue (BAT) evolved as a natural defense system against hypothermia in mammals. BAT is composed of a specialized form of adipocytes that contain numerous lipid droplets (multilocular lipids) and large mitochondria with the BAT-specific protein, uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1). UCP1 is localized in the inner membrane of mitochondria and diminishes the proton gradient by uncoupling cellular respiration and mitochondrial ATP synthesis. Activation of UCP1 in response to cold exposure or food intake results in increased glucose and free fatty acid (FFA) oxidation in order to sustain high levels of uncoupled respiration within BAT, that is, mitochondrial respiration that leads to heat generation.

While the long-standing, prevailing view was that BAT exists only in small mammals and newborns (1, 2), evidence for the existence of BAT depots in adult humans dates back to the early 1900s. Anatomists suggested the presence of a paired “gland” on the shoulder and the side of the neck of adult humans in 1908 (3) and reported on its morphological similarities with the interscapular BAT depot in animals (4). Although some reports from outdoor workers and postmortem studies indicated that BAT may still be present in human adults even later in life (5–7), the scientific momentum in BAT research dwindled due to the lack of methodological approaches to quantify BAT and the scarcity of evidence that human adults possess significant amounts of functional BAT (8). The first evidence supporting the notion that active BAT is present in adult humans began to emerge in 2002, using 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) positron emission tomography computed tomography scans (referred to herein as 18F-FDG-PET/CT scans). Radiologists observed an increased symmetrical “tumor-like” glucose uptake in supraclavicular adipose tissue depots, which was suggested to represent BAT (9). Soon after, numerous retrospective studies described the prevalence and localization of the increased adipose tissue 18F-FDG uptake, along with possible predictors (age, gender, outdoor temperature; refs. 10–12) and possible interventions (warming patients, propranolol administration) to minimize the prevalence of those false-positive images intended for diagnostic purposes (12, 13). Furthermore, the association between the 18F-FDG uptake in the supraclavicular adipose tissue and ambient temperature suggested a potential functional role for adult human BAT (14). Landmark papers by several independent groups clearly demonstrated the functional and molecular evidence that active BAT depots are present in adult humans and can be readily activated when exposed to mild cold (15–19). Now a number of prospective studies have reported that many, if not all, adult humans possess metabolically active BAT, and its mass shows an inverse correlation with BMI and adiposity (15, 16, 19–21). While the presence of BAT in humans is now undisputed, many outstanding questions need further investigation. What are the molecular and functional characteristics of human BAT? How is BAT mass and function regulated? What is the physiological and clinical impact of BAT? We aim to review recent progress in these topics and discuss emerging questions in the field of BAT biology, with a special emphasis on human BAT.

Anatomical features of brown and beige adipocytes

Based on the developmental and anatomical features, at least two types of thermogenic adipocytes exist in mammals: classical brown adipocytes and beige adipocytes (also known as brite adipocytes). As summarized in Figure 1, classical brown adipocytes...
Adipocytes in WAT exist together with unilocular white adipocytes, without any separation by a distinct layer of connective tissue. Under cold stimulation, clusters of beige adipocytes emerge in the area in which tyrosine hydroxylase–expressing (noradrenergic) nerve fibers are densely innervated (28, 29), as norepinephrine released from the sympathetic nerves is a powerful stimulator of WAT browning. Intriguingly, adult human brown adipocytes are also sporadically found together with white adipocytes, and the density is well correlated with the number of tyrosine hydroxylase–positive noradrenergic nerves (27, 30).

Developmental origins and plasticity of brown and beige adipocytes

Brown and beige adipocytes share many biochemical characteristics, including enriched mitochondria, multilocular lipid droplets, and expression of UCP1. However, they originate from distinct cellular lineages. As shown in Figure 2A, classical brown adipocytes originate from a subpopulation of dermomyotomes that can also give rise to skeletal muscle. A lineage-tracing study found that engrailed-1–expressing (En1-expressing) cells in the central dermomyotome differentiate to BAT, skeletal muscle, and dermis (31). Nearly the entire population of classical brown adipocytes in the interscapular BAT arises from precursors that express Myf5, a gene known to be expressed in committed skeletal muscle precursors (32). A pulse-chase tracing study used another myogenic marker, Pax7, and showed that the divergence of myoblasts and brown adipocyte progenitors occurred between embryonic days 9.5 and 11.5 in mice (33). As an independent line of evidence, the transcriptional profile of classical brown adipocytes resembles that of skeletal muscle cells (34, 35). Similarly, the mitochondrial proteomic profile of BAT is more related to that of skeletal muscle than that of WAT (36).
The cellular origin of beige adipocytes has not been completely elucidated. UCP1-expressing beige adipocytes in the epididymal WAT arise through the proliferation and differentiation of precursors that express platelet-derived growth factor receptor α (PDGFRα), CD34, and spinocerebellar ataxia type 1 (SCA1) (37). Beige adipocytes in the inguinal WAT were reported to derive from Myf5-negative precursors (32), whereas Sanchez-Gurmaches et al. showed that a subset of beige adipocytes in multiple WAT depots, such as anterior subcutaneous and perigonadal depots, can originate from Myf5-positive cells (38). Furthermore, a recent paper by Spiegelman’s group showed that a subset (10%–15%) of UCP1-positive beige adipocytes, but not classical brown adipocytes, arises from precursors that express Myh11, one of the most selective markers for smooth muscle cells (39). Collectively, these results indicate that beige adipocytes have distinct cellular origins from classical brown adipocytes and are composed of heterogeneous cell populations.

Another intriguing yet enigmatic issue is the cellular plasticity of beige adipocytes. Several studies indicate that mature white adipocytes may directly convert into beige adipocytes (i.e., transdifferentiation) in vivo. For example, adipocytes at an intermediate state between white and beige that contain “paucilocular” lipid droplets have been observed during the process of cold adaptation (40). A large part of the newly formed beige adipocytes in subcutaneous WAT is negative for BrdU or Ki67, such that mitotic proliferation is not required for the cold-induced beige adipocyte differentiation (37, 41, 42). Furthermore, a recent genetic lineage–tracing study showed that beige adipocytes converted into mature white adipocytes after 5 weeks of warm adaptation. These white adipocytes can reconvert into beige adipocytes after additional cold stimulation (43). On the other hand, Scherer’s group performed pulse-chase fate-mapping experiments of mature adipocytes and found that the majority of newly developed beige adipocytes stem from de novo differentiation of precursors in subcutaneous WAT (44). Hence, the transdifferentiation hypothesis still needs to be critically tested by monitoring the life cycle of beige adipocytes at a single-cell resolution.

**Cellular identity of adult human BAT — is human BAT recruitable?**

Recent studies have identified several genes that are preferentially expressed either in classical brown adipocytes or in beige adipocytes in rodents (26, 39, 45, 46). Based on the expression profiles of these genes, the interscapular BAT of human infants is composed of adipocytes expressing a gene signature of classical brown adipocytes (27). On the other hand, BAT in the supraclavicular regions of infants and in adult humans expresses high levels of beige adipocyte-enriched genes, including Tbx1, Cd137, Tmem26, and Cited1 (26, 27, 45). These findings imply that adult human BAT depots may possess beige-like adipocytes; however, more recent studies report that adult human BAT expresses classical brown adipocyte-selective markers (47, 48). This discrepancy appears to be primarily due to the high heterogeneity within human BAT. Indeed, Cypess et al. reported that gene signatures of human BAT vary depending on the depth of BAT in the neck (48). Importantly, UCP1-positive adipocytes sporadically colocalize with white adipocytes and other cell types within the BAT depots, and molecular analyses of biopsied adipose tissue samples could be highly confounded by potential contamination of UCP1-negative cells. Hence, it is important to understand the nature of adult human brown adipocytes in homogeneous cell populations.

To address this, we have recently isolated clonal UCP1-positive adipocytes from adult human BAT. The isolated adipocytes exhibit molecular and functional characteristics of bona fide brown adipocytes based on their expression of UCP1 and thermogenin.
en
genetic capacity. Genome-wide analyses based on RNA sequencing indicate that the cloned human brown adipocytes possess molecular signatures that resemble murine beige adipocytes, rather than classical brown adipocytes. These data suggest that adult human BAT is mainly, if not all, composed of beige-like “recruitable” thermogenic adipocytes. This view is supported by recent works on chronic cold acclimation–recruited new BAT in the supraclavicular region of adult humans who did not possess detectable BAT before treatment (49–51). Importantly, the emergence of newly recruited BAT was in parallel with an increase in cold-induced energy expenditure (49–50) or an improvement in postprandial insulin sensitivity (51). In addition, the BAT mass was significantly higher in winter than in summer (19). These results indicate that adult human BAT possesses a high plasticity and can be recruited by external cues, even in populations that lose active BAT depots.

How are beige adipocytes recruited by external cues?

Because of its inducible nature and the relevance to adult humans, beige adipocytes have recently attracted much attention as a new therapeutic target for obesity. From a basic scientific viewpoint, beige adipocytes also provide a fascinating experimental system through which our understanding of how environmental changes affect cell fate specification and maintenance can be increased. While many cell fate determination processes are precisely regulated by genetic and internal cues, the fate of beige versus white adipocytes is a unique example in which external cues, such as temperature and nutrition, are dominant determinants. A number of positive and negative regulators of brown/beige adipocyte development have been identified, as summarized by recent reviews (22–24, 52). Here, we focus on new players, with a special emphasis on endocrine factors that mediate the external cue–induced beige adipocyte development and function (Figure 3).

Chronic cold exposure. Classically, norepinephrine released from the sympathetic nerve terminals activates the BAT thermogenic program via PKA and p38-MAPK signaling, followed by the production of FFA by lipolysis for UCP1-mediated proton uncoupling. These pathways also powerfully stimulate the expression of Ucp1 through the phosphorylation of key transcriptional activators, including PPARγ coactivator 1α (PGC1α), cAMP response element–binding protein (CREB), and activating transcription factor 2 (ATF2) (53). Chawla’s group identified a new population of regulatory cells that mediate cold response: alternatively activated (type 2/M2) macrophages. When activated by eosinophils via IL-4 and IL-13 signaling, M2 macrophages are recruited to subcutaneous WAT and secrete catecholamines to activate WAT browning (54, 55). Mice that lacked IL-4 signaling or catecholamine production selectively in macrophages exhibited severe impairment in cold-stimulated beige adipocyte development. Conversely, IL-4 administration was sufficient to induce WAT browning and reduce diet-induced body weight gain (55).

Environmental enrichment. An enriched living environment with complex physical and social stimuli increases energy expenditure. Mice in an enriched environment are more resistant to diet-induced obesity, in part, through WAT browning. Hypothalamic brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) mediates the environment-associated activation of the sympathetic nervous system and induces beige adipocyte differentiation. Hypothalamic overexpression of BDNF sufficiently reproduces the enrichment-induced WAT browning and results in a lean phenotype (56).

Exercise. Certain types of exercise have been shown to induce WAT browning and increase energy expenditure (57, 58). PGC1α is a key transcriptional coregulator that mediates a number of physiological changes in the skeletal muscle during exercise, including mitochondrial biogenesis and an activation of the oxidative

Figure 3. External and internal factors that regulate beige adipocyte development under lean and obese conditions. Beige adipocyte development is induced by the indicated stimuli and mediated by the listed endocrine factors. This process is associated with increased energy expenditure, reduced body weight, and improved insulin sensitivity. Under obese conditions, beige adipocyte development is impaired through multiple factors, including but not limited to reduced sympathetic nervous system (SNS) activity and increased activation of signaling pathways that inhibit beige adipocyte development. Impaired beige adipocyte development is associated with reduced energy expenditure, increased body weight, reduced insulin sensitivity, and development of hepatic steatosis.
phosphorylation gene program (59). Two novel myokines, irisin and meteorin-like (METRNL), are upregulated by the exercise-induced PGC1α pathway and activate beige adipocyte development (57, 60). Upregulation of circulating irisin has also been reported in adult humans during cold exposure (61). Irisin induces the expression of beige adipocyte–selective genes in a cell-autonomous manner, whereas METRNL promotes an eicosinophillin-dependent activation of M2 macrophages and induces WAT browning. Additionally, a major myokine, IL-6, has been shown to activate beige adipocyte development and also be required for exercise-induced WAT browning in mice (62). Intriguingly, lactate, a major product of anaerobic glycolysis in skeletal muscle during exercise, has been shown to promote WAT browning (63). The lactate-induced WAT browning is mediated by a change in intracellular redox state (NADH-to-NAD⁺ ratio) via the monocarboxylate transporters that drive lactate into the cells. While the physiological significance of lactate on exercise-induced WAT browning awaits further studies, this report identified a new role of lactate on beige adipocyte development and energy homeostasis.

Cancer cachexia. Cachexia is characterized by severe weight loss, chronic inflammation, and muscle/adipose atrophy. Cancer cachexia is often associated with WAT browning and increased energy expenditure. The WAT browning was significantly impaired when an IL-6–deficient tumor was implanted, indicating that IL-6 acts as a major mediator of cachexia-induced beige adipocyte development (64). Spiegelman and colleagues reported that tumor-derived parathyroid hormone–related protein (PTHrP) promotes WAT browning and increased energy expenditure in a Lewis lung carcinoma model (65). Neutralization of PTHrP in mice blocks WAT browning and protects mice from energy wasting in WAT and skeletal muscle.

Endocrine hormones and metabolites. A number of endocrine regulators for brown/beige adipocytes have been identified. As listed in Figure 3, such factors include BMP4 (66), BMP7 (67, 68), BMP8b (69), FGFl9 (70, 71), FGF21 (72, 73), growth differentiation factor-5 (GDF5) (74), natriuretic peptides (75), prostaglandins (76, 77), VEGF (78, 79), and β-aminoisobutyric acid (BAIBA) (80). Indeed, these factors are able to increase whole-body energy expenditure, protect animals from diet-induced body weight gain, and improve systemic glucose homeostasis and/or insulin sensitivity.

Under obesity conditions, several negative regulators are reported to inhibit brown/beige adipocytes. For example, TGF-β expression is increased under obesity and blocks beige adipocyte differentiation. Conversely, blockade of TGF-β signaling by genetic ablation of Smad3, a major mediator of TGF-β signaling, or by administration of a TGF-β-neutralizing antibody enhances WAT browning and protects animals from diet-induced obesity and insulin resistance (81–83). Similarly, depletion of retinaldehyde dehydrogenase (Aldh1), a rate-limiting enzyme that generates retinoic acid (84), or inhibition of Notch signaling (85) promotes WAT browning and increases energy expenditure in rodents.

Transcriptional mediators. While many of the known transcriptional regulators negatively control brown/beige adipocyte development, PR domain–containing protein 16 (PRDM16) and its binding partners, such as CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein-β (C/EBPβ), early B cell factor 2 (EBF2), PGClα, and euchromatic histone-lysine N-methyltransferase 1 (EHMT1), serve as positive regulators. Depletion of such factors disrupts fate determination and/or maintenance of brown and beige adipocytes (32, 86–90). Importantly, cold- and PPARγ agonist–induced WAT browning is substantially impaired in the absence of PRDM16 or EHMT1, indicating that these regulators mediate environment-induced beige adipocyte development (88, 91, 92).

Genetic contribution to BAT development and obesity
A series of studies by Kozak’s group previously reported a strong inverse association between browning propensity in WAT and genetic susceptibility to diet-induced obesity in rodents (93). Notably, such genetic susceptibility is linked to Ucp1 expression in WAT (i.e., beige adipocytes) but not with that in interscapular BAT (i.e., classical brown adipocytes), highlighting the biological significance of beige adipocytes in the propensity to obesity (94, 95).

In humans, genetic links to BAT mass and energy expenditure remain less understood. Polymorphisms in UCP1 (rs8326 A/G) and β3-adrenergic receptor (ADRB3) (64 Trp/Arg) are associated with lower resting energy expenditure and decreased cold-induced thermogenesis (96, 97). Furthermore, the BAT prevalence was significantly lower in older subjects with polymorphisms in the UCP1 and β3-adrenergic receptor genes (98). Two recent papers identified human genetic mutations/variations that affect BAT development and energy metabolism. EHMT1 is a nuclear-localized methyltransferase that is required for brown and beige adipocyte development. Lack of EHMT1 in adipose tissue lowers whole-body energy expenditure and causes obesity, hepatic steatosis, and insulin resistance in mice (88). Notably, 40% to 50% of the human patients with EHMT1 haploinsufficiency develop obesity (99, 100), indicating the importance of EHMT1 in energy homeostasis in humans. In contrast, deletion of the gene encoding the GPCR leucine-rich repeat–containing GPCR4 (LGR4), promotes WAT browning, in part, by reducing the expression of the retinoblastoma 1 (Rbl) gene. Lgr4–null mice were protected from diet-induced obesity and insulin resistance (101). Intriguingly, a gain-of-function variant (A750T) of LGR4 is associated with obesity in a Chinese population (101). Given the prevalence of BAT in adult humans, new genetic links to human BAT development and obesity will be identified in the near future.

Metabolic benefits of BAT – whole-body energy and glucose homeostasis
Evidence from rodent studies clearly demonstrates that BAT plays a significant role in whole-body energy homeostasis, substrate metabolism, and glucose homeostasis. For example, Ucp1 knockout mice under thermoneutral conditions exhibit impaired diet-induced thermogenesis and develop obesity (102). BAT transplantation increases energy expenditure and improves glucose homeostasis (103). Moreover, BAT clears 75% and 50% of the total glucose and triglycerides from the circulation, respectively (104). It is important to note that manipulation of beige adipocytes is sufficient to alter energy expenditure and glucose homeostasis in mouse models (92, 105). An emerging idea is that generating a new “metabolic sink” for glucose, triglycerides, and possibly other metabolites through promoting beige adipocyte development can
Emerging questions in human BAT biology
Recent studies indicate that adult human BAT is recruitable and contains beige-like adipocytes. This makes beige adipocytes a fascinating therapeutic target for obesity and diabetes in adult humans. It is important to note that human brown adipocytes possess a unique molecular signature, even though they resemble beige adipocytes, such that functions or effects of new regulatory factors/compounds should be critically evaluated in human cells. In the past, numbers of pharmacologic agents have been tested as antidiabetes medications to activate BAT thermogenesis through the βAR pathway. However, such attempts eventually failed, partially due to a lack of efficacy in obese populations and to adverse effects, which included elevated blood pressure and heart rate. Better understanding of the beige adipocyte-selective signaling pathways will provide new insights that will allow this cell type to be targeted. A plausible approach is to perform unbiased chemical compound screening to dissect the selective signaling pathways that control brown and/or beige adipocytes. To this end, we have recently developed an in vivo model, ThermoMouse, in which luciferase expression faithfully recapitulates endogenous UCP1 expression. This tool provides new opportunities to identify pharmacologic modulators of brown and beige adipocyte development.

Clearly, new technologies are needed to assess the efficacy of therapeutic agents on BAT mass and function in adult humans. 18F-FDG-PET/CT scans measure glucose uptake (i.e., activated BAT mass) but do not accurately measure total BAT mass per se. MRI scans may circumvent some issues, such as high radiation exposure from 18F-FDG-PET/CT scan, but MRI scanning may not be a realistic tool for screening purposes. Additionally, currently available devices do not have enough sensitivity and resolution to detect UCP1-positive adipocytes that sporadically reside in subcutaneous WAT and other adipose depots. Searching for brown/beige-selective cell surface markers or circulating biomarkers may lead to new methodologies that overcome such hurdles.

Last, it will be important to investigate mechanisms of BAT-mediated regulation of systemic and peripheral glucose homeostasis. Accumulating evidence suggests that BAT is not simply a heat-generating organ but also has an immense impact on systemic and peripheral glucose homeostasis by functioning as a metabolic sink for glucose, triglycerides, and possibly some metabolites. As discussed earlier, a number of endocrine factors mediate the link between BAT and peripheral organs, such as skeletal muscle and liver. Understanding BAT-mediated interorgan communication would further uncover new roles for BAT in energy and glucose homeostasis.
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